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1. Introduction 
Let W(~)  denote the set of G6del  numbers  of recursive wel l -order ings of 
natural numbers  of ordinal less than a. The many-one  degrees of the sets W(a)  
for a < o) °' have been complete ly  determined by the accumulated work of Kreisel, 
Shoenfield,  and Wang [3], Liu [4] and [5], and Hay, Manaster  and Rosenstein [1]. 
In this paper,  we extend tne results on many-one  degrees of W(a)  to all recursive 
ordinals a, As a tool, we first investigate the many-one  degrees of WF(a)  for 
< o9~ where WF(a)  is the set of G6del  numbers  of reeursive wel l - founded partial 
order ings of natural numbers  of rank less than o: and ~o t is the first non- recursbe  
ordinal.  We obtain the many-one  degrees of WF(a)  and W(c~) as in Tables 1 and 
2, where r (w . [3+n)=w. /3+2n,  n<to .  
Table 1 
c~ deg,, WF (a) 
k (U< k <co) a 2 
60 a2, 2 
~0"/3 (l</3<oJ I) e,~ m 
~' !3+k (l~</3<~o~,0<k<w) a~,3~+ j 
Table 2 
a deg~ W(o~) 
oJz(1 < 13 < ~l) e,~> 
co~<~<o~ ~.2 (1~</3<¢o 1) a,0~+~ 
~ -(p+l)  (1 ~</3<wt, 1 ~p<~o) ~< Gim+l.2p 
to o • (p+ l)<a<~o a . (p+2) ~ ar /O l+ l ,2p+ ! 
I 1 ~/3 <c%, 1 ~< p<~o) 
The precise definit ions of notat ions in the above tables will appear in later 
sections. We conjecture that the two "~"  under deg,~ W(c0of  Table 2 can be 
"= ".~ Spector  [9] has announced part of the above results on deg,,  W(~L 
i [1] has proved that "= '" holds for the case that /3 is finite. 
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This paper is organized as follows. Sections 2-7 for the study of deg,, WF(a) 
for c~ <~o~. Sections 8-13 for the investigation of deg,, W(c~) for a < ¢o~. Section 
14 for a summary on many-one degrees of WF(a), W(a) and 0(a) where 0(a) is 
the set of notations for ordinals less than c~. 
2. The set WF 
A two-place predicate R(x, y) is said to be a well-founded relation 
iff{(x, y)[ R(x. y)} well-fotmds the set 
@(R) ={xl (Ny)(R(x ,  y) V R(y, x))}. 
The set WF will consist of all G6del numbers f of general recursive functions 
f(x, y) such that the predicate f(x, y)= 0 is a well-founded relation. Thus f6  







Let P be 
(y) (3 z) r~(f, x, y, z). 
(y) [{fI(x, y) = 0-- ,  {[}(x, x) = 0 a {[}(y, y) = 0]. 
(y) [{/t(x. y) = 0 & {f}(y, x) = 0 ~ x = y]. 
(y) (z) [{fI(x, y) = o & {/}(y, z) = o- - ,  {/}(x, z) = o]. 
(~ x) [{fI(~(x + 1), oL(x)) # o V ~(x + 1) = a(x)]. 
the set of natural numbers f which satisfy WF!-WI-4,  i.e., the GiSdel 
numbers of re,cursive partial orderings. It is clear that P is 7r~ and WF is 7rl. We 
have W c__ WF, W(c.) ~ WF(a), L c p. As in the proof of Theorem 1 of [8], it can 
be readily shewn that WF is complete ~r[. We shall investigate the many-one 
degrees (m-degrees) of WF(c~) for c~ < w~ in the following five sections. 
3o Classification off the sets WF(oO ffor ~< o~.¢o in the 
arithmetical hierarchy 
We write x <~,,y for {eBx, y)= 0 and x < eY for x ~< eY & x/= y aad note that they 
are Nx predicates. 
Proposition 3.1. e cWF(k)  is a ~r~ predicate of e, k. 
ProoL e c WF(k)+-~ eE p & (x)[-n(x)~ <~(x)~ <,. • • • <c(x)k]. 
Proposition 3.2. WF(o~) is a A 3 set. 
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Proof. e e WF(~o) ~ (3 k ) e ~ WF(k) 
~ee p & (3 k) (x)[-n(x),  <~(x)~ <~. . .  <~(x)k].  
Now we define recursivc functions ~i a, 8~, and 8~, so that 2 
{Sd(e, m)}(x, y)=le}(x ,  y) if y<~m,  
= 1 otherwise, 
{B,(e, n)}(x, y)={e}(x,  y) if n~x,  
= 1 otherwise. 
{ab(e ,m,n)}(x ,y )~- -{e}(x ,y)  if m<~x & y<~n,  
= 1 otherwise. 
Note that all <~,(~.,.. ~<~.(~,.), ~ . ,  ....... ) are certain subrelat ions of ~,,. 




~-~ee P & -n(3p)(Sd(e, p )~WF (co) & (3x) (p<~(xh  
<e(xh<~ """ <e(x)k - l ) )  
~e~P & (p ) (~a(e ,p )eWF(co)  V ~(3x)(p<¢.(x j j '  <-~" . - "  
<~(x)k--0.  
Proposition 3,4.. For n > l ,  
(i) ecWF(~,  n) is "' • 
(ii) e e WF (,J • n + k ' is ~r,,,~ ~ [as a predicate of e, k or fix k as a predicate o.f e). 
Proof.  By induct ion on n. 
e e WF (co • (n + 1))~--~ ( ]k)  e c WF (co • n + k); 
e c WF (co • (n+l )+k)~- -~eep & -n(3p) (Be(e, p)~ WF (~ • (n+ l)) & 
(3x) (p < e(X)~ < ~, " " " < ,  (X)k-0)' 
Let e,{a,,} be the m-degree of complete 2~,{%} sets. From Proposit ions 3.1, 3.3 
and 3.4, we obtain 
Theorem 3.5. 
deg, ,WF(k)~a2 for k<co,  
degm WF(co • n)~e2, ,  for co>,n> 1, 
degmWF(co .n+k)<~a2, ,+~ for co>n>l ,  k<~o. 
~" They correspond to 8, 8 t, 6= of [3] respectively. 
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4. The operations A, E, Ak and Ek 
We shall define some operations on recursive partial orderings, which can not 
be restricted to recursive linear orderings because the results of the operations 
applied to recursive l inear orderings in general are not linear. 
Lemma 4.1. Let P,, P~, P2 . . . .  be an effective numeration of some recursive partial 
orderings. Then there is a recursive partial ordering PA such that PA is wel l - founded 
if[ (i) (P~ is well-fbunded); in that case rank (Pa)  sup (rank (P~)). 
Proof. Let (x, y) be a recursive ! -1 correspondence from N × N to N. 
Define 
{xl, yl)PA(x2, Y2) iff X l=X2&. ylP~,y2 . 
Intuitively, we form Pa by putting P~'s mutually incomparably together. 
Lemma 4.2. P., P~. P2 . . . .  are as in Lemma 4. ~. Then there is a recursive oartial 
ordering Pv. such that P~: is wel l - founded if]" (3i)(P, is well- founded); in that case 
rank (PE)~rank  tp~ )+ i for each i such that P~ is well-founded. 
Proof. Let F(P) denote the field of the relation P. Define 
~(PF) = {(at,, a, . . . . .  a.,)[ m ~ N & Vi ~ mai  c~(P~)}; 3 
(a,,. a~, a2 . . . . .  a.,)PE(b.,  b~, b2 . . . . .  b.) iff 
(ao, at, a2 . . . . .  a.,). (bo, bl, b2 . . . . .  b. )~(P~)  & 
{[m>n & ai<~,ibiVi<.n] or 
(ao, al, a2 . . . . .  a.,) = (b~l, bl, b2 . . . . .  b,,)}, 
where a <pb denotes aPb & a¢  b. 
Clearly, PL: has a descending sequence iff each Pi has a descending sequence. 
Suppose P. is well-founded. By induction on rank ((a., al . . . . .  a.,)) in PE, we 
can show that rank ((ao, al . . . . .  a.,)) in Pe is less than or equal to rank (a,~) in P,, 
if n ~ m. Thus rank ((ao, al . . . . .  a.,}) in Pz is less than rank (P~,) if m >! n. Now we 
shall show that, 
rank((ao, a~,a2 . . . . .  a ._k ) )<~rank(P , , )+k-1 ,  for k>O,  
by induction on k. 
3 (ao, a~, •, •, a,,,) denotes the sequence r umber corresponding to the sequence a o, al, " ' ' ,  a,.. 
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rank ((ao, at . . . . .  %-  O) 
= sup (rank{(b~ . . . . .  bm))+l) 
(b)<pl:(a} 
~< sup (rank(b, , )+l)=rank(P, , ) .  
rank ((ao, al . . . . .  a, k)) 
= sup {rank((bo. h;, b 2 . . . . .  b,,-k+l . . . . .  bin))+ 1} 
'(b)< p~z(a) 
~<rank (P , )+(k -2)+ 1 
by induction hypothesis. 
rank (PE) = sup (rank ((a))+ 1) 
(a>e~-( Pv ) 
~<rank (P,~)+(n- 1)+ l 
= rank (P,,) + n. 
We define A(Po,  P~, P2 . . . .  )= PA as in Lemma 4.1 and E(Po, P~, P, . . . .  )= PE 
as in Lemma 4.2. 
Now, suppose P~, P2 . . . . .  Pk are given recursive partial orderings. We define 
Ak(P1, P2 . . . . .  Pk) = A(&, P~. P_, . . . . .  Pk~ &, q5 . . . .  ). 
Finally, Ek(P~, pc . . . . .  Pk ) is defined by 
~(Ek(P,, P2 . . . . .  Pk)) ={(a~ . . . . .  ak) l a, ~(P , ) .  i= 1,2 . . . . .  k}; 
(al . . . . .  ak) Ek(Pl ,  P2 . . . . .  Pk )x (b l  . . . . .  bk) iff 
[ai<v, b iV i= l ,2  . . . . .  k.] or (a l , . . . , ak )=(b l  . . . . .  bD. 
Then Ek(P~, P2 . . . . .  Pk) is well-founded iff at least one of the P~'s is well-founded 
and in that case 
rank [Ek(P~, P~_ . . . . .  Pk)] = rain {rank (P~) I 1 ~< i ~ k & P~ is well-founded}. 
5. Strong reducibility 
We say that A is strongly many-one reducible to WF(a) ,  in 
A ~< , ,WF (a) strongly, iff there exists a recursive function g such that 
x6A --~ g(x)e WF (a), 
x~A---> g(x)6 P -WF.  
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Thus, A ~, ,WF(a)  strongly implies A is uniformly many-one reducible 4 to 
W(cr) for cr ~ c~. 
Lemma 5.1. If P(x, y)~,,, WF (a) strongly, then 
(y)P(x, y) ~< ,. WF ((a + 1) strongly. 
Proof. Let f be a recursive function such that 
P(x, y) --> f(x, y) ~ WF (a), 
7P(x, y) --> f(x, y)c P -WF.  
Let g(x) be a recursive function such that 
(y)P(x, y) ~ (y)(fCx, y) ~ WF (a)) 
(Y)( ~rtx.y~ is well-founded & rank (~r~x.y0 < c~) 
--~ ~ g~,,~ is well-founded & rank (~gt~0 
=sup rank ( ~<t~.~))~ a 
i 
g(x)6 WF(a + 1L 
m(y)P(x, y) ~ (::ly)(<~r~.y) is not well-founded) 
--~ g(x)~ P-WF.  
Lemma 5.2. If P(x, y)~<,,, WF(a) strongly, then 
(3),) P(x, y) ~< ,,, WF(c~ + ¢o) strongly. 
Proof. Suppose P(x, y)~<,,,WF(a)strongly via fi Let 
where g is recursive. We have 
(3y) P(x, y)-- , f (x,  yo)~WF(c~) for some y~ 
--~ <~ ~> is well-founded 
& rank ( ~< g~) ~ rank ( <~ f(x, yo))) + YO 
~ oL + (o 
-* g(x) e WF(a + w), 
-1(3y) P(X, y )~ (y)--P(x, y) 
"-~ (y)f(x, y)~ P -  WF 
--> g(x)~ P -WF.  
4 For tl~e derinitkm of uniformly many-one red~4cible, cf. [3]. 
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Theorem 5.3. n ~ 1. R is recursive. Every predicate of the form 
(::Ix,) (y,,) (::Ix,, l) " " ' (3x~) (Yl) R(x~, yl, x~, y? . . . . .  x,,, y,, a) 
is strongly many-one reducible to WF(co • nt. Every predicate of the form 
(x,,+l) (3x,) (y,,) - • • (3xt) (Yl) R(x~, Yl . . . . .  x,,, y,,, x,,~ ~, a) 
is strongly many-one reducible to WF(w.  n + 1). 
Proof.  Let f(b) be a recursive funct ion such tha~ 
if -nR(b), 
where rS~s iff s ~< r. 
Then the recursive predicate R is strongly many-one  reducible to WF(1) via ]~ 
Now the theorem immediately follows from Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2. 
Corol lary 5.4.  co > n >~ l, 
e2,, <~deg,, WF lw • n), 
a2n~ t <~ deg,, WF(e~) V~ ~oJ • n + 1. 
We now study the m-degrees of WF(k) (k<o~)&WF(cot .  The f~fllowing 
Lemma is similar to Proposit ion 5.3 of [1]. 
LenL~a 5.5. Every predicate of the form (x)(3y)R(x, y, a) where R is wcursive is 
uniformly many-one reducible to WF(o-) /or ~ i> 1. 
Prootk Define 
4~(x, y, a )= 1 if (=Iz)R(x, z, a), 
undef ined otherwise. 
By s -m-n then~ there is a recursive function f" ~uch that 
{f(a)}(x, y) = ~b(x, y, a). 
(xJ(3y)R(x, y, a ) --~ {/(a)}(x, y) -= 1 
--* f (a)  ~ WF( I ), 
-7(x)(3y)R(x, y, a)-~ {;t(a)} is not total, 
f(at ¢~ WF. 
Thus, a2 ~< deg,, WF(a  i ~'a > 0. On the other hand WF~ k ) is 7r2. So we obtain 
Theorem 5.6. degm WF(k)= a~, 0< k <o). 
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Let a2.2 be the maximum m-degree of sets of the form A ~ B, where A is 7r 2 
and B is X2 (i.eo, the degree e2Aa2 of [1]). Then we have 
Theorem 5.7. deg m WF(w) = a2, 2. 
Proof. e ~ WF(o) )~ e c p and (3k)(x) 
[ -~(xh <~(x)2<~ " ' "  <~ (xk] ,  
which is of the form rr2/~X2. 
Now let A be any ~'2 set and B be any "~2 set. By Lemma 5.5 and Theorem 5.3, 
A ~< ,,, WF(~o) via a recursive function f, B <-,, WF(w) via a recursive function g. 
Define de(u, x, y) with 
,/,(u, x, y)-{f(u)}(rr~(x), rr2(y)) 
~ {g(u)}('r/'z(X), "/r2(y)) 
=1 
/f rn(x)  = ~r,(y) = 1, 
/f rr~(x) := ir,(y) = 2, s 
otherwise. 
-n (ucA  & u~B)~ 
-.-> 
.--> 
Thus, A (3 B <~., WF(w). 
By s-m-n theorem, there is a recursive [unction h such that 
{h(u)}(x, y)'~ ~b(u, x, y). 
u ~ A & u e B--+ f (u )6  WF(¢~) & g(u)e  WF(oo) 
-+ ~<h<u~=A2(~<r(.), ~<gu~) 
h(u) s WF(~o). 
u~A V u¢-B 
f (u)  ¢~ WF(w) V g(u) ~WF(to) 
h(u) ~ WF(oJ). 
Combining the results -f this section and the last section, we have for 1 < n < co, 
O<k<~o 
deg., WF(k)  = a2. 
deg,. WF(~o)= a2. 2, 
deg,. WF(o  • n) -= e2., 
deg,. WF(~o • n -~- k) = a2.+~. 
The notion of strong reducibil ity is stronger than that of uniform reducibility. 
There exists some 7r 2 sets not strongly many-one reducible to WF(1), although all 
5 (x, y), %(x), rr2(x) are recursive functions uch that rq((x, y))= x and rr2((x, y})= y and (rq(x), 
%Cx)) = x. 
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'/'/2 sets are uniformly many-one reducible to WF(cr) for tr ~> 1. For if all 7r2 sets 
were strongly many-one reducible to WF(1), then, by Lemma 5.2, e3 ~< 
degm WF(to) = a2,2, a contradiction. 
6. Classification ot WF(ct) for ct < cot in hyperarithmetical hierarchy 
We define the set of ordinal notations O and the sets H(x) for x e O and 
hyperarithmetical hierarchy {,vo},~<,,, as in [6]. For x ~ O, let txl denote the ordinal 
number for which x is a notation. Let e,{a,~} denote the many-one degree of 
complete X°-sets {w°-sets}. 
Define a recursive function f and a function r on recursive ordinals. 
2 2 
f (x )=2 if X=2 , n>~l,  
2n n 
2 3"5y 2 3"¢~ 
=2 if x=2 , 
2n+1 n 
n>~O, 
=1 if x= l ,  
= 0 otherwise. 
r(to. /3 + n) = to./3 + 2n, 
where /3 < tot and n < to. 
We note that 
xeO~f(x )~O & 
I r(Ixl) if Ixl is finite, & tf(x)l-=tr(!xl)+l if jxl is infinite. 
Thus, H(f(x)) is a complete o "Yr((txl~ set. 
Theorem 6.1. There is a partial recursive function d~(x, e) such that 
domth~_OxN 
and 
Vx ~ O -{ ! ,  2}re  e ~ WF(to ° Ix]).--~ ~b(x, e )e  H(f(x)). 
Thus, WF(to • txl)<~,~H(f(x)) i.e. WF(to • Ixl) is ~,r~txl~.° 
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Proof. We shall define a partial recursive function 4~(x, e) having the propert ies 
stated in the theorem with an index ko, via the Recursion Theorem. 
Define 4)(2 2, e) = g(e) where WF(oJ • 2 )~ < ,,,4¢ 4~ via g. 
Suppose x = 2 y, y/: 0, 1,2. We have 
e c WF(o~ • 12 '1)~ e e WF(~o • ]y]+ ~o) 
(3k)e ~ WF(w.  ]Yl + k) 
(3k )(p ){ 6a( e, p) c WF(o) • [yl) 
V (Z)(--lP<e(Z)t<e... <,,(Z)k-I)} 
(3k)(p){{ko}(y, 6ate, p)) ~ H(f(y))  
V (z) ( -Tp<~(zh<~.. .  <~(z)k_ 0}, 
which is uniformly 22 in H(fl(y))fc~r y c O\{(I, 1, 2}. 
So 
WF(w -~ 2q)<~ m H"( f (y ) )= H(f(2Y)) 
uniformly for y ~ O\{0, 1,2}, Hence there is a partial recursive function g~(y, e) 
such that 
dom g~ _D O x N 
and 
e~WF(w • 12"l),-.~g~(y,e)eH(f(2Y)) rye  O\{0, 1,2}. 
Define O(2 v, el ,:= gdY, e). Suppose x = 3 - 5 s'. Then 
e ~ WF(o~ • [ 3 • 5" I )~+ (Elnl(e c WF(~o " Iq~,(n/]) )  
• + (3n)({ko} (~by(n), e)~ H(f(d~y(n))) 
(3nl(({ko}(chy(n), eL f(qSy(n))) c H(3 • 5 ~' D, 
"i 
which is many-ore:, reducible to H(3 • 5 ~) uniformly in y, for 3 • 5Yc O. 
There is a par:ial recursive function h(y, e) such that 3 .5Y~O --0 h(y,e)  is 
defined and 
ecWF(~.  13" 5Y[)'~")h(y, e)eH(f (3 .5 ' ) ) .  
Define 4)~3 • 5 y, e )= h(y, e). 
Re,turk,  In the proof of Theorem 6.1, actually a partial recursiw:t function 
~5(k, x, e~ of tilree variables is defined; then we use the recursion theo:em to pick 
tap ko subject to {ko}(x, e)-- ~b(ko, x, e) and finally we can prove dora (k}___ O × N 
by induction in O. We can get a similar result to Theorem 6.1 by using the 
Recursion Lemma (p. 398 of [6]). The result reads as follows: there is a partial 
recursive ,function q~ subject to (x)[xcO\{l,2}--~ (x) is de fned and 
WF(~otx[) --~-z ,,~ t¢(f(x~) via {~(x)}. 
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7. Many-one degrees of WF(¢0 
We shall determine the many-one degrees of WF(~) for all recursive ordinals a 
in this se~ tion. 
Theorem 7.1. There exists a recursive function g(x, n) such that 
~ ce O-{1 ,  2} H(f(x))<~r. WF(w " Ixl) strongly 
via ang(x, n). 






x---2 . ( i~2) .  
i 
2 
g(2" , n~ = a(i, n), 
i 
/-/(2 )~<.WF(w • i) strongly 
2i 
via Ana(i, n). 
Case 2. x=3"5  ~. 
We shaP, first show that both H(3 • 5 ~) and H(3 • 5 ~) are many-one reducible to 
WF(w-  13" 5~[) for 3 • 5 y 60 .  
m ~ H(3 • 5Y)-.+ 7r2(m ~<o 3 • 5 y & rrl(m) ~ H(~r2(m)) 
~-~ rr2(m~<od&(ao) for some a .  
& 7r l (m)c H('trz(m)). 
Uniformly in y and ao, 
Tr2(m)<odPy(ao) & qrj(m)c H(Tr2(m)) 
is r.e. in H(daylao)). So 
7r2(m)<o~)~,(ao) & '/TI(m)E H(Tr2(m)) 
is many-one reducible to H(f(4)y(ao))) via a recursive function Amg~ (y, ao, 
m), where g~(y, ao, m) is a partial recursive function with the property that 
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3 • 5 y 60  --* g,(y, ao, m) is defined. Now we suppose 
H(l'(4ay (ao))) ~ ,, WF(w • [~by (ao)[) strongly 
via An{ko}(day(ao), n .
Define a recursive function /o(Y, m) so that 
f,,,y.,,~ -- (~  ~<,~,~,,~,cy.,~,,,,~ [ ao = 0, 1 ,2  . . . .  ), 
whenever  the right hand side is defined. Then,  
H(3-5"~<~ ,,,WF(w • [3 • 5rl) strongly 
via am/o(y, m), for 3 .5  y E O. 
me H(3.5Y)~-+ ~rr2(m)<~3 •5 ~ V q ' r r l (m)c  H(',r2(m)L 
Define a partial order ing ~< y.,, as follows. 
Generate  e lements which are <03 '  5", meanwhi le  generate natural  l inear 
order ing {0, 1, 2 . . . .  } as a part of ~< .... in the foUowing manner :  once we generate 
a new element < o3 • 5 y and ~ rr2(m), we put a natural  number  (in the natural  
order) into ~< y,,,. If the new e lement  < o 3 • 5 y generated is 7rz(m), stop generat ing 
the natural  order ing (say {0, 1, 2 . . . . .  t} has been generated so far). F ind an ao 
such that rr2(m) < o4~y(ao) by dovetai l ing. Since --1%(m) e H(rr2(m)) is recursive 
in H(4,,(ao)), it is many-one  reducible to H(f(Cky(a:,))) via a funct ion Amgz(y, m), 
where g2 is a partial recursive funct ion which is defined when 3 .5 'e  O. 
H(f(4~.(ao))) is supposed to be many-one  reducible to WF(w.  [~by(ao)i) strongly 
via hn{ko}(c~y(a~,), n)). Thus 
~r l (m)~-  H(rr2(m)) ~<,,, WF(oo • 14~,(ao)l) strongly 
~ia hm{ko}(4~y(a.), gz(Y, m)). Let ~< ~ be the partial order ing such that 
x+t+l~<~y+r+l  iff {{ko}(4~y(ao),gz(y,m))}(x,y)=O. 
Let < be the ordering -< ~ U ~< where -< ~ is the natural  order ing {(1,1,2, ,* , , t} l ~ ~r~l, 1,2, . . .d} v r~l 
restricted to {0, 1,2 . . . . .  t/. Note if 7r2(m) never appevrs in the generat ing of 
e lements <.3  • 5 y, <~.,,, is the natural  order ing ~7. Let f~(y, m) be a recursive 
function such that <~ f,(yan) = ~ y.m" 
Then /-/(3 • 5Y)~<,,WF(w •[3 • 5Y]) strongly via Ai~,~ft(y, m). Now, 
n c H(f(3 • 5Y))~+ n e H(3 . 5Y)'~-+ (.--]z) TH'3~I(n, n, z). 
For each z, consider T~-~3s'~(n, n, z). If n is not an oracle turning machine or z 
is not an oracle computat ion for some oracle set A of the machine n with input n, 
let f(y, n, z) be a fixed G6del  number  of S~, the reverse of natural  order ing (i.e., a 
descending sequence). Otherwise, let my m2 . . . . .  m~ be the re, tubers such that 
"'M~ e A?" asked in the computat ion z and z~, z2 . . . . .  z~ (either 0 or  1) the 
answers to the oracles according to the computat ion z. 
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Let  f(y,  n, z) be a recursive function such that  
f (y .mz)  ~-  nk ( ~ f z l (Y .ml ) '  ~ fza(y.rn2),  " " ' , ~"  ~k(y . tn~)) ,  
Thus, 
~Tn~3S'(n, n, z )~m WF(~0 • 13 • 5"1) strongly 
via Xzf(y, n, z). Let  h(y, t,) be a recursive function such that 
~<h~y.~ = E( '~r , ,  ..... ~1 z = 0, 1, 2 . . . .  ) 




x=2" '  n>~l .  
e ~ H(f(x)),~, e~ H~2~+1~(3 • 5Y)~--~ 
(~x,~ )(y,~ )(Bx,~_ O( y,_ O " "" (::lx0(y~)(3xo) 
RH~3s~(e, Xo, x~, y~ . . . . .  x,,, y.) ,  
where R H~3s'~ is a predicate  recursive in H(3  • 5Y). 
Now, 3xo RH~3"s')(e, x~, x~, y~ . . . . .  x,,, y~,) is many-one  reducible to H(3 • 5" /  
via a recursive funct ion 
Axe, y~ . . . . .  x,,, y,~, e h(y,  x l ,  y~, .  • . ,  x,~, y,,, e) ,  
where h is a part ia l  recursive funct ion which is def ined (if 3 .5"~ O, and 
H(3 • 5~') ' is supposed strongly many-one  reducib le to WF(~o • 13" 5"[) via An{ko} 
(3 • 5 y, n). Let h*(n, y, e) be a recursive function such that 
if the r ight-hand side is defined. 
Def ine g(x, e) = h*(n, y, e). 
e e H(f(x))  <~ ,, WF(oJ • ({3- 5 '  [ + n)) = WF(o) • [x I) strongly 
via Aeg(x, e). 
Case 4. Otherwise.  Def ine g(x, e )=0.  Combin ing  Theorems 6.1 and 7.1, we 
obtain 
degm WF(w-  Ixl) = deg,,  H(f(x))  = e~tt~l) Vx ~ O-{1 ,  2}, 
i.e., deg~ WF(oJ • a )  = e~(~ for every recursive, ordinal  a > l. 
Theorem 7 .2 .  







eEWF(co .  Ixl + k )~-+ ec P & -7(3p) 
×(,Sa(e, pJ~(WF(~o" Ix[) & (3z) 
x (p<~(zh<~ ""  <e(Z)k-~)) 
*~,eeP  & (p) (Sa(e ,p)eWF(w" Ix])V 
-~(3z)(p<e(z) ,  <;. • " • <e(z )k -0 ) ,  
which is ~-~ in H(f(x)),  thus ~<,,,H(f( r))' For the other direction, e ~ H(2 r~*~) can 
be written in the form 
(3x,,.l)(y,, ~ l ) (3x , ) (y , , ) ' " '  (3xl)(yl)R Hc~'s', 
where R Hc~s" is a predicate recursive in H(3 .5~) .  So 
7e ~ H(2r~)o-~(x,,+l)(3y,.l)(x~)(3y,) , . • (xl)(Zlyl)TR t-t~3"s''. 
(3y~)-~R H'3>'' is r.e. in H(3 .5Y) .  So it is strongly many-one  reducible to 
WF(w "13 • 5Yl) by Theorem 7.1. Repeatly using Lemmas 5.1, 5.2, we obta in  
H(2 to' ~) ~ ,,, WF(w • 13 • 5 Y ] + o) • n + 1 ) strongly. 
As a direct consequence of Theorem 7.2, we have 
deg,, WF(~o • a + k )= a~,~,+l 
for every recursive ordinal a>0.  Thus, we have determined the many-one  
degrees of all WF(e~) as stated in the Table 1 of Section 1. 
8. CIassificafi~n of W(~ ~) in hyperarithmetical hierarchy 
We now aim to determine the many-one  degrees of all W(a). In [3] it was 
proved that W(~o"l is £2,, for all finite n. In this section, we will extend the result 
to all recursive ordinals a. 
Theorem 8.1. There is a partial recursive function d)(x, e) such that dom & _~ O × N 
and 
ttence 
' Ix  e O - { 1,2} Ve [e c W(~ol~tl,~, da(x, e) ~ H(f(x))] .  
W(n/xl)~,,,H(f(x)) Vx c 0 -{1 ,  2}. 
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ProoL Once more we use Recursion Theorem to define the function `5(x, e) with 
an index ko. 
Define ,5(22, e )= g(e) where g(e) is a recursive funct ion such that 
e ~ Wlo j2 )~ g(e)~ ,5~4~ = Hlf(221). 
Suppose x =2:' ,  y¢0 ,  1,2. 
e ~_ W(o~l~l)~, e ~ W(o~ lyl • o9) 
~e~ W(~olYl+ 1)V 
{eeL  & (3z)l~d(e, (z),~)c W(oJl"i+ 1) & 
8,,(e, (z)l~,~z~)~ W(oJ ~'l+ 1) & 
(u)~. .~,~[(z) , ,  <~(z),,+~ & 
66(e, (z)., (z) .  ~)~ W(oglYI+ 1)]}}, 
where 
ec W(~ol~l+ l)~-~e c L & (z)(z<~,,z ---> 3a(e, z)< W(~oi~'l)) 
~--~e ~ L & (z)(z <~¢z -~ {ko}(y, 8,~(e, z))~ H(f(y))) .  
So ec W(o)P'I)<~.,H(f(y)) '' uniformly in y for yc  O. We can construct a partial 
recursi.ve function g(y. e) with domain _~ O × N such that 
e ~ W(col~l)~-~ g(y, e)~ H(f(  y))" = H(f(x)) .  
Define `5(2-", e )~ g(y. e). 
Suppose x = 3 - 5 ~' 
e ~ W(~ol~l)~--~ (3n)(e ~ W(~oI*~"'q)) 
('qn)({ko}(cky(n), e) ~ H(f(dp~ (n)))) 
.~. (3n)(({ko}(`5~,ln). e), f (~, (n  t))) c H(x)) ,  
which is uniformky r.e. in H(x)  for X = 3 • 5 ~ ~ O. So there is a partial recursive 
funct ion h(y, e) such that if 3 • 5 ~' c O, then h(y, e) is defined and 
e c W(co Ixl) ~ h(y, e)6 H(x) '  = H(f(x)). 
Define ` 5(3 " 5 y, e) ~ h(y, e). 
It immediately follows that W(w '~) is _~'°,~, for ~ > 1. 
9. A reduction ot partial orderings to linear orderings 
From the results at the end of Section 5 and those in [3] and [1], we see that 
WF(oJ • n )~ m W(w") for 0 < n < w. It is natural to conjecture that WF(w-  c~)~ ,,, 
W(w ~) for every recursive ordinal a and to expect that there is an effective 
procedure to construct a recursive l inear order ing L for each recursive partial 
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ordering P such that L is wel l -ordered iff P is wel l - founded and in that case if 
rank (p) < co • a, then rank (L) < a~ ~. Afro; a cc;tain amount of investigation, the 
existence of such effective procedures (which can establish the strong reducibil ity 
of H(f(x)) to W(~ol~t)) is ir~ doubt, although the conjecture WF(~o- a)-=-,~ W(~ '~) 
for 0 < a < oJ~ is true as we shall see in Section 10. The following Lemrna is the 
best result that has been established so far in concerning such kind of effective 
procedures. 
Lemma 9.1. For ever), recursive partial ordering P, we can e~ectively construct a 
recursive linear ordering L uniformly in P such that P is well-founded iff L is 
well-ordered and in that cc:se 
if rank (P) = 0, then [L[ = 0, 
if rank (P) = w • (w • /3+k)+i>0,  k, i finite, then 
co ('~'~+2k) if i=0 ,  
°a~'t3+k ~lL[<~ [oal"~2k~" ~0 " 2i if i>0 .  
Proof. Define an r.e. set Ao and a recursive l inear ordering R on the set of all 
sequence numbers 
Af, = {(a,,, a,,  a2 . . . . .  an ) I n/> 0, (i)_<, (a, e a{P)) & 
(i)~,_q(3x)[ai~ ,P<(x),P<(x)2P< " " " P<(x)~,P<ai]}, 
where yP<z iff yPz & y¢: z. 
{ao,  a l ,  a 2 . . . . .  a,,)R(bo, b~, b, . . . . .  b,~) iff 
(3t) ~< min (n, m)[(s)<,(a, = b~) & a, < b,] 
[n>~m & (t)~.,(a,=b,)]. 
We claim that P is weLl-founded if R I" a,, is wel l -ordered. Suppose t'  has a 
descending sequence co, c~, c2 . . . . .  Define ko = O, k,+~ = k, + C< + 1. Let 
.s:,~ = (c~, ,  c~,, . . . .  c~,,}e A,,. 
S:: S,. !; . . . . .  is a descending sequence in R 1' a~. Conversely, let {&}k=o.~.2... be a 
. . ,  ~). Since for every descending sequence in R "1 ,~ where &=(a~,a~,  a k 
k ~ 0 k, ao--  ao, there are infini~:ely many k such that a~ = bo where bo is a fixed number 
less than or equal to a~. Let C ={So, S~, $2 . . . .  }. Define Co = {Sk 6 C[a~ = bo}. 
Suppose b,,, c,, have been defined such that C,~ is infinite and (&)~C,,  (i)~<n 
(a~ = b,). Let Si, be the first element in C, of length greater than or equal to 
n + 2. For every S~ in C~ that S~P<Si, ,, we have a~,+~ < a{,"+,. 
So there is b,+~ < j" a,+~ with the property that there are infinitely many elements 
Sk in C,, such that a~+,=b,+l. Let C,,+~={&eC, la~+~=b,,+~}. Then 
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bo, b~ . . . .  is a descending sequence in P. We now show that 
rank (P) = co. (~o-/3 + k)+ i --+ 
IR~'A° I<~[o~"~+z~.~o.2~ if i>0 ,  
by induction on rank (P). 
Base. rank (P) = 0. Trivial. 
Induction step. rank (P) > 0. Let 
B i = {(ao, a, . . . . .  a,,)6Ap l ao=j}, 
R~, , ,=R*~, ,R~s  . . . . . .  
Let 
Pi = {a ~(P)  ! (3x)aP<(xhP<(x)2P< " •• P<(x)jP<j}. 
Define ~=j=oJ.~,+(n'-j) if /3=~o.oe+n.  We have rank (~)~<rank (j)--' j<  
rank (p). Form Ap, from P, as Ap from P. Then 
Bj ={(j)}U{(j, a., a~ . . . . .  a,)I(a,,, a,~ . . . .  a,,)~ Ap,} if i~a(P) ,  
= 4~ if /'~ ~(P). 
If i>0 ,  
rank(R~'~, )=rank(R~'a , )+ l  if j6~(P) ,  
=0 if j~(P ) .  
rank (Pj) ~ rank (i) = J 
<~{oJ ' ( co . f3+k)+( i - l - j )  if j<-<-i-1, 
¢o • (¢o ' /S÷ k) if j> i -1 .  
rank (R 1" A~) = Y~ rank (R I' B,) 
f<to 
<~ Y. (rank (R ~ A,,)+ 1) 
j<:,~ 
i - I  
~< y" (o~ ~''~+2k' • a, • 2" -i,-j 4- 1) 
j=0 
q- ~ (¢~(~°IB +2k) q- 1) 
~ , - f l+2k) ,  tO . 21---I ff_COIo~q~+2k) , ~ . 2i -2+. . .  
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If i = O, 
rank (Pi) ~< rank ( j ) - '  j 
~ j~o. [ to . /3+(k -1) ]+mi  fo rsome mj<to  if k>0,  
/ to ( to - r j+k j )  for some rj < /3, k j<¢o if k=0.  
rank(R  1' A,) = ,Y rank (R ]' B,)~ < ~ [rank (R 1' a~,)+ 1] 
{ Y. [ to~~+2~- ' .a~-2" ,+ l ]=to~~+2k if k>0,  
Y. [to'",+'-k,+l]~<~o"~o if k=0.  
i<oJ 
Next we show rank (R ~" A,,)~>to r~*t~ by induction on ranK(P).  
Base. rank (P) is finite. [R I' A~] ~ 1. 
Induction step (1). rank (P) = to • (co •/3 + k)~ k > 0. There exist infinitely many 
elements i,, i 2 . . . . .  i . . . . . .  such that rank (i,,)-~ to • (~0 •/3 + k - 1). 
rank (R 1' A,,)~ > Y. rank (R 1' B,,,) 
n(o J  
/> ~ rank (R ]' a~,o) 
(where rank (Pi,,) >~ ~o • (to •/3 + k - 1 )) 
Y to-/3+k-1 
= to~o.~3÷ k.
(2). rank (P) = to, (to • 18). There is a sequence of ordinals 7~, "/2 . . . .  such that 
limi % = co-/3 and there is a sequence of elements ii, i2 . . . .  in ~(P)  such that 
rank (i,1) ~ to • y.. 
rank (R '~ A,)~rank (R "~ B, )>~rank (R ~, a,,,,)>~to "~,, V~z. 
So ,~i~k (R T .%) >~°c°'~. 
(3). rank(P )=to  • (to • /3+k)+i ,  i>0 .  There fs i, such that rank io = 
to • (to •/3 + k). 
rank (R I' a,)~> rank (R ]' B,o)~ rank (R  ~ a,,,o) 
(where rank (Pi,,) = to • (to " /3 + k)) 
¢o "~'~ + k. 
R ]" a,. is an r.e. linear ordering. By [8], we can construct a recursive linear 
ordering L uniformly in R I[ ao, hence uniformly in P, such that L ~-R ~ A; We 
note that rank (P) = to • (to -/3) ¢ 0 implies ILl = to"~. 
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Let's denote the L in Lemma 9.1 by T(P). Then there is a recursive function 
t(e) such that ~,~ = T(~)  if e ~ P. Similarly to the case for WF(a), we defii,.e 
A~, ,W(a)  strongly iff there exists a recursive functk,n g such that x E 
A --, g(x)e W(a), x~:A~ g(x)~L-  W. Then we have 
Corollary 9.2. If Ix[ (x ~ O) is a limit ordinal, then H(f(x))<~,, W(w I'k) strongly. 
Proof. Ey Theorem 7.1, H(f(x))~,,  WF(o~- {x[) strongly via a recursive function 
g. Lemma 9.1 gives 
e ~ WF(to • {x{) --+ t(e) ~ W(tol~l), 
e ~ P -  WF---~ t(e)~ L - W. 
Thus, H(f(x)) ~, ,W(w l~l) strongly via t o g. 
By Corollary 9.2 and Theorem 8.1, H(f(x))=-,,~ W(~o ai) if {x[ is a limit. Hence. 
deg,,, W(w ~) --e,~,~ if a is limit. 
Corollary 9.3. H(f(x)) <~,, W(w lt~)l~) strongly J:or Ix I> 1. 
Proof. Use Theorem 7.1 and the facts 
e E WF(oJ • Ix{) --~ t(e) ~ W(w tf'x'l~), 
ecP-WF- -~ t (e )~L-  IV. 
If txl = co./3 + k, then If(x)l-" 1 = Ixl + k, which is larger than what we want. 
If Ixl is an infinite successor recursive ordinal, "H(f(x))<~ ,, W(~o !xi) strongly?" is 
still an open question. 
10. Nice reducibility 
In order to establish H(f(x))~ ,, W(w I'l) Vx ~ O -{1,2}, we need a new type of 
m-reducibility. We define A ~< m WF(a) (resp. W(a)) nicely iff there is a recursive 
function g such that 
x E A --~ g(x) c WF(a) (resp. W(a)), 
xEA ~ g(x)~WF & rank (g(x)) = a 
(resp. g(x)c W & [g(x){ = c~). 
Theorem 10.1. H(f(x))<~,,WF(w • Ixl) nicely Vx ~ O-11,  2}. 
Proof. Given x~ O-11 ,2} ,  we can construct an r.e. well-ordered set R~ with 
rank ~o. ]xl: 
(a,b)R~(c,d) iff [a<oc<ox or (a=c<,,x  & b<~d)]. 
By [8], we can construct a recursive well-ordering S~ such that S~-  R~. 
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Let h(x,  n) be a recursive funct ion such that ~<t~x,,,)=E2(~g~.,,~, S~), where 
gIx, n ) i s  the recursive function in Theorem 7.1. Then we have 
n~ H( f (x ) ) - -> g(x, n)c  WF(co • [x[) 
h(x, n)c  WF(co • Ixl), 
n~ H( f lx ) )~ g(x, n )c  P-WF 
--+ rank (h (x ,  n) )= rank (S~) = co • Ixl, 
So,  H( f (x ) t<~, ,  WF(o)" txt)nicely via anh(x ,  n). 
Theorem 10.2. H(] (x l~-  < ,,. W~co I~t) nicely Vx  c 0 -{  1, 2}. 
ProoL Case 1. X is finite. By the proof of Theorem 3(a) of [3]. 
Case 2. x is a limit. We note that 
e c_ WF(co  • Ix l) --~ t(e)c W(co l ' l ) ,  
rank (el = co • Ix]-+ rank It(el] = col~l. 
So H(f(x))<~ ,. W(co ill) nicely via Ant(h(x ,  n)) where h is the recursive funct ion 
defined in the proof of Theorem 10,1. 
Case 3. 
23.5 y 
x = 2 n >(1. 
a c H l f (x ) )  is of the form 
(3x l ) (  Y l )(3x2 )(Y2) " " " (~x , , ) (  y , ,  ) (3x , ,~  i )  RHt35 ' ) (x1 ,  Yl, . • . , x,,. ,  Yn ,  Xn+l ,  a), 
which is equivalent o 
-q(x 11(3x l}(x2)l=ly2) • • • Ix. )(=]y,,)( r,,, i) 
~IRH~35'I(xI, Yl . . . . .  x,,. y,,, x. ~ 1. a). 
Now. by Lemma 2 of [3]. it is equivalent  o 
-1( Uz~ )(Uz2) • ' • ( IJz,, )(z,,~ ~)SH~3S'(z. z2 . . . . .  z. ,  z,,+~, a) 
for some Sn~3>~lz~. z: . . . . .  z, .  z,,+ ,. a) recursive in H(3.5~') .  
-q(z,,+ i)S~t~35"(2!, z 2 . . . . .  z,,~ I, a) 
is r.c. in 1-1(3 • 5";. So 
-qlz,,~ l }S""vs"{z,, z2 . . . . .  z,,+,, a)[ ~<,,,H'(3 •5-")] 
<~ ,,, W(o213s~b nicely 
via a recursive function g. 
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Define a well-ordering R~, on the set of (n+ 1)-tuples (z~, z2 . . . . .  z., z) such 
that z ~ '~(~ g(z l ,  z2 . . . . .  z,,, a)) by 
(Z  1 , Z2 . . . . .  Z n, Z}Ra{1. ) l ,  I.) 2 . . . . .  1.) n, ~)> 
iff [(3ioh ~ i. <~ n((tL:~,,(z, = v~) & z~,< v~,)]v( zi = e~, Vi = 1,2 . . . .  n) & 
Z ~ gl~:l.z2.....z,.O ) ~)]. 
Let h~a)  be a recursive function such that ~h,~., = R~. 
( Uzl)(  Uz 2) • • . ( Uz,,)(z,,.l)Slq~3"s~)(zl . . . . .  z,,. 1, a) 
- - '  I/~ol = ~o~1' ~*"  k 
-7 (  Uz l ) (  Uz2!  . • • ( Uz t , ) ( z , ,41)S Iq (35~t(z I  . . . . .  z , ,~ . l ,  c l)  
- - '  IR . I  < co *~5'1 " ' ' .  
Thus, 
a ~ Ht f (x ) )  --~ IR,,I < ca 13"5~t .... 
--~ th (a )c  W(~o I~~l~'') : W(wl~b, 
a~ t ~ f(x}) --~ Ih~(a)l = [R~] = w 13s'i*" : w I~t. 
-lence Hf f lx )~<, .  W(w I~1) nicely via h~. 
11. Degrees of W(~)  
Combinating Theorems 8.1 and 10.2. we have deg,,, W(wJxY= deg,,, H(/ (x) )  
Vx c O -{1,2} i.e. deg,. W(to ~ ) = e,.~.~. By comparing their m-degrees. W(w "~ )~ ,,, 
WF(¢0 - c~) for 0<c~ <~o~. 
We now extend the notion of limit points of order n in [3] to transfinite orders 
by inductive definition in O of L . l z .  e) which asserts z is a limit point of ~ of 
order Ixl. 
For x = 1 : 
L~(z ,e )=-z<~z,  
for x=2 y (ycO) :  
Lx(z ,e )~(3u) (u<~z)  & (u ) (u<~z 
(3v)(L~,(v. e~ & u<ev<~,z ) ) ,  
for x=3.5~'cO:  
L~(z ,e )~(3t~) Iu<, . z )  & (u ) (u<~z 
(k)( ' - tr l (L.¢~tv, e) & u <~v <~z )). 
We first show that L . (z .  e) is many-one reducible to H( f lx ) )Vx  c O-{1},  
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Lemma 11.1. There is a partial recursive function &(x, z, e) such that dom ¢ ~- 
O × N 2 and (z, e)~_ L~ iffqS(x, z, e)~ H( f (x)Wx ~ 0 -{1}.  
Proof.  Define a partial recursive function 4' with an index ko via the Recursion 
Theorem. 
Case 1. x=2.  
L2(z, e)=-(3u)(u<,,z) & 
& (u)(u<, ,z- - - , (3v)(v<~v & u<~v<~z) ) ,  i 
which is rr> So L~, , ,4~-H( f (2 ) )  via a rem:rsive function g(z,e). Define 
<b,{2, z, e )= g(z, e). 
Case 2. x =2L  Since LAz, e) is rr 2 in Ly, -TL, is 2;2 in Ly (uniformly in ye  O). 
So qL~ <~,,,Ly" via a partial recursive function g~(y, z, e) with domain ~ O x N< 
It is supposed that Ly<~,,,H(f(y)) via { k,}( y, z, e ). So 
{h(S~(ko, y))} for some recursive function h. 
(z, e)~ L x ~ gl(Y, z, e)~ Ly" 
{h (S~(ko, y))}(g~(y, z, e)) e H{f(y))". 
Define 4~(x, z, e)={h(S~(k.,  Y))}(gdY, z, e)), where x = 2 y. 
Case 3. x=3.5  y. 
I ,e~ 
H ) " Ly":<-,,, i f (y  via 
L~(z, e )~(3u) Iu<~z)  &
& (u)(u <,,z ~ {k){3v)(L,~k~(v, e) & u <,,v <~z) 
=--(3u)(u<~,z) & 
& (u)(u<o.z --~ (k)(gv) 
x ({ko}(¢~(k), v, e)e H(f(4~y(k)) & 
& u <,,v <,,z).  
P(z, e)=- (3v)({k.}(cb.(k)+ v, e)c H(f(¢y(k)) & u <+v < ez). 
Since it is "'l iu H(f(¢y(k))) uniformly in y, we have P(z, e)<~,,H(2r~+¢ k') via a 
partial recursive function g(y, k, z, e) which is defined whenever 3 -5Y~ O. 
P(z, e).--~ g(y, k, z, e )c  H(2 m~k' )  
*--~ (g(y, k, z, e ), 2~"<~k') e H(x). 
Hence p<~ ,,,H(x). Now L.~ is rq in P (uniformly in x). -TLx(<~,,~p')<~H'(x) viaa 
recursive function ,~z, e hi (x, z, e) where hi is a partial r,:cursi- function which is 
delined whenever x = 3 • 5 ~ c O. Define &(x, z, e) = hi(x, z, e). ~;: 
!, 
The above lemma shows L~ is n'~,l~t,. ~: 
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Theorem 11.2. W(o)l~J+ 1)~< ,,~H'(f(x)) Vx e 0 -{  I}  
Proof.  If x = 2: 
e ~ W(oJ + 1)=- e c L & (x ) (3y I (z ) (z  <~.x ---, z <~ y). 
Now let xeO-{1 ,2} .  
e e W(~oi~r + 1 ) =- e ¢ L & (x)(x ~, ,x  --, Be(e, x )e  W(oJl~l)), 
which  is 1r i in H( f (x ) ) .  
Theorem 11.3.  H'(f(x))<~,, ,W(cr) Jbr any cr such that ~oI~l<~r<o) I-~1~, where 
xeO- t l} .  
Proof. Case  1. Ixl is f inite. As  in [3]. 
Case  2. 
23.5~ 
x=2"  , n~>O. 
11 
H'( f (x ) )  is of  the fo rm 
(Xl)( : : : ]Y 1 ) (X2) (~Y2)  " " " (Xn)(3y, ){ X,, + i ) (~y ,+ I)R ItCh.s., 
-n(3Xt)(yl)(3xz)(y2) • - . (3x.)(y,,)(3x,,+i)(y,,+l)-7R t~3's,~ 
-n(3xl)( Uzj)(  Uz2) • " " ( Uz,,)(y,+ ~)S "~:~'5~ 
where  R H(3"5~, S H(3"5~) are recurs ive  in H(3 -5Y) .  
Now 
-7V  yn+ 1SH(3"5~-)( ~- ,, H '{3 • 5Y))~ ,,, W(~o 135'1) nicely 
via a recurs ive  funct ion  h. Choose  p so that  ~ol '~. (p+l )<cr<-w~i . (p+2) .  For 
each x~, let Ax, be the  we l l -o rdered  set descr ibed  be low:  
(z~ . . . . .  z,,, z ) ,~(z '~ . . . . .  z~,, z ' )  iff 
(3 t )~, , [ ( i )< , (z~ = z')  & z, <z ' ]  or  
[(i)<~,,(z~ = z~) & z~<, ,  ............... , z ' ]  
Then  
IA~,I = ~o!3.5,1+n = ~ol~l 
if (Uz~)"  • • (Uz,,)(y,+OSH~35"(x~, zL . . . . .  z,,. y , , l .  n). 
IA~,I< o~ ~l o therw ise .  
Le t  C~, = A,~, B~, (made dis jo int) ,  where  
IB.,,t ; o~ L~:-I if Ixl is a successor ,  
= oJ% if Ixl is l im & a~, --~ Ixi as xl --~ ~. 
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Let C be such that ICI =o)I~t" p, A .  = Co, C~, C2 . . . . .  There is a recursive 
function h(u) such that ~t,(~,~= A,,. 
o,1~1 ' <_ IC J  < ,,,I.I 
u s H'(f(x))  - - - ,  
,.,,o., <_ IC J  < ~1-"1 
---' t-~C, I = ,.,,I., 
---" Ia,,t = ~d~J • (p  + l )  
--~ h(u)c  W(~r). 
u~ H' ( f (x) )  --* 3x , lG , I  = ~o Ixl 
I,Y,c,l>~o; ~'. 2 
[A.[ ~> ~o I~1" (p + 2)> cr 
-~ h(u)¢~ W(~) .  
Vxl if [xl is a successor, 
Vxl if Ix[ is l imit 
Thus, H'( f (x ) )  <~,, W(cr). 
Theorem 11.4. For oJ~l< o '< w L-'I~, x c 0 -{1}, W(~r)<~ rH ' ( f (x ) ) .  
Proof. For each p, define 
L~:(e)++(3z l ) ' " (=tze) (  A Lx(zi, e) A A Zi¢Zi)-  
l~ i~p l~ i< j~p ' 
Since L~ is rr,,t4, L~ is X<~/,+~. We now prove the theorem by induction on lxj. 
Let cr = to Ixl • t9 + z where 2 ~< y <~ a~ I~l + 1. We proceed by induct ion on p. p = O, 
c, = ool"k+ 1. W(o¢~l+ 1)<~,,H'( f(x)) ,  so W(wl~l+ 1)-<-rH'(f(x)) .  We have 
eeW & wa l .p+l<- ]e l<cr  iff 
eeL  & L~(e) & (Xl) " " " (Xp)(XI < ~ " " " <~X,, & 
L , (x ,  e) & .  •. & L,,(xp, e )~ ad(e, x~)E W(oyxl+ 1) 
& 6,,(e, x , ,  x2)e W(~l ' l+  1) & • • • & a,,(e, xt,__ ,, xp)c W(tol"l+ 1) 
& a,,(e,x,,)c W(r))]. 
Since boff W(r)  and W(~ol~l+ 1~ are m-reducib le  to H'( f lx ) ) ,  
[e e W & vo I~t. p + 1 <~ le[ < cr] <~ .rH'(f(x)) .  
N ow 
eeW(er )  itt ee  W(wl* l .p+l )v [eeW& ~olXt 'p+l~<le[<~r].  
So WIo ' )~rH ' ( [ (x ) )  by induction hypothesis and the above observation. 
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Theorem 11.5. W(~r)<~,,,H'(f(x)) ]br wl ' t<cr<~;  ':~. 2. 
ProoL Let o',=o~i~l+w I , i -k+~-  where y<ox,  2~'~6o l " t+ l .  
theorem by induction on k. 
eeW(o- )  iff e~W(to l~l+w t~ l .k+l )v  
{eeL  & (z)(Ly(z,e)---~ 6d(e, Z)6 W(o)I~I+ o~ lyl. k+ 1)) & 
(~z)(L~(z, e) & ~,(e, z)~ W(-r))}. 
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We prove the 
The desired conclusion follows from Lemma 11.1, Theorems 11.2, 1 1.4 an3 the 
induction hypothesis. 
By Theorems 11.3 and 11.5, deg,,W(~r)=deg,,,H'(f(x)) for 6o1~1<~< 
~ot~t. 2 (x c O - { 1 }); i.e. deg,, W(¢r) = a~m+ t for 6o~ < ~r < w ~ . 2 (1 -'~/3 < tth ). We 
define h~ to be the degree of H(x) where Ixl =,~. By Theorems 11,3 and 11.4, 
deg W(cr )=deg H'(f(x)) for 6ol~t<~r<o;xI+~ (x ~ O-{ l} ) ,  i.e. 
deg W(o.) = / h2,,+t for w"<o'<w"+~,n<w. 
.h~(~b~ 2 for ~o°<cr<6o~+l ,~<w~.  
Since we know degm W(6o e), we also know their Turing's degrees. 
deg W(~o" ) = hen l ~< n < 6o, 6 
degW(w")=h~m+l  6o<~(3<w~. 
12. W(a) in hyperarithmetical difference hierarchy 
We use the notations of Section 2 of [1]. Define ~,k  = ~, (~) ,  %k k, .... ~. 
Let e,,,k (resp. a,~,k) denote the many-one degree of complete X,~,k Iresp. 7r,.~ t sets. 
We note the following partial ordering of m-degrees: 
at~e~=e~'l}<;at3"2=et32<lef3"3} "<ac3 .4=e~4"Ql ~ "51<a~, t  " I.at3.  " lacs,5I 
el3+l -----  e(3+ 1.1 ,< 
/ 
ta~÷~ = at3+l A. 
The following two theorems are direct generalizations of Propositions 6.2 and 
6.3 of [1]. 
Theorem 12.1. For p<6o, 1 ~/3<6o~, W(6o ~ - (p+ 1)+ 1) is 7rr(~+l.2r,+t. 
~'The case n = 1 is from deg,, WCoo)=ej, a _; cf. [1]. 
i42 
ProoL Let tx[ = 
X" 
by induct ion on 
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/3. We show that e~ W(~o ° - (p+ 1)+ t) is of the form 
/" I1"r~3~ ~ 1) " P V 7rr~t3)+ ~ 
p. 
e ~ W(~o t~ • (P 4- 1)+ 1),-~ e c W(w ~ • P + 1)v 
~, [ec  W & ~o ~ • p+ 1 ~<[el<~o  • (p+ 1)] 
[ec  W& w" • p+ 1 ~[el<~o~ ~ • (p+ 1)] 
e ~ L & L~(e) & 
&(z , ) ' ' ' ( z r , ) [ (  A zi<,,z,+, A Lx(zi, e)) 
8a(e, Zl)E W(~o t~ + 1 )A ~,(e, zp)E W(/3 ~ -+ 1) & 
l~ i<p 
We note lhat W(w ~) is ,~,~;. W(co ~+1) is 7r~)+ 1, L is ~'2, L~ is 7r,~, L~ is 2~+t .  
So 
[e~ W & o~' - p+ 1 ~[e l~ o~ ~ • (p+ 1)]  
is ~' ,~+~ATr~+~. For p=0,  w(o~t~+i) is ~+~.  Now, using the induct ion 
hypothesis W(¢o ~ • (p+ 1)+ 1) is 
(Y.~I+~ A 7r~m ~ t) • (p -- 1 )V 7r~ m ~ v (~.~3. ~ A 7r~+~), 
i.e.. (~'~.3~) " pvTr.~,+~. 
Theorem 12.~. 1 <<-p<tog, 1<<-/3<w~, W(~o ~ • (p+ 1)) is w,,to,+n2 p.
Proof.  We show that e~ W(w~. (p+l ) )  is of the form (2,~o~+~ATr~)+~)- p by 
induction on ,9. 
Let o-(e) be a recursive funct ion such that e~ W iff o '(e)6 W and in that case, 
[~r (e ) l= le l+ l .  For all p~l .  
e ~ W(o~ ~ • (p + 1 ))~-~ cr(e)~ W(o9 ~ • (p + 1 )) 
.~cr(e)~ W(~ ~ - p )v  E, 
where 
E~[ec  WAw v • p+ I -~ Io-(e)l < 0, v • (p+ 1)] 
~-÷e~L & L~(o'(e)) & (z l ) ' ' ' ( zp )  
( A z,<z,,,A A L~(z,  o-le))) 
--~ (6d(o'(eh z l )c  W(wt~ + 1) & 6,.(o'(e), zp)c W(o) ° ) & 
& A 61,(o'(e).zi. zi+l)c W(wt~+l))] .  
l~ i<p 
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So E is )_2.m+ 1/~ lr~cm~ I. For p = 1, 
ee  W(to ~ • 2 )~ o-(e)~ W(w~)v 
[ee  WA~o" + 1 <~lo-(e)l< o9~ • 2], 
which is 2f~o)+1/x ~L~m+~. 
13. Relafivization 
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For each set x of natural numbers, we define HX(y) as in [6] and use it to define 
,~  by simply replacing H(y)  by HX(y) in the definition of ,y,g.7 We further 
define e~, a~, -~.k . . . . .  by modifying naturally the definitions of 
eta, a,,2£~, k . . . .  respectively. Let Wx(a) be the relativization of W(a)  as in [8]. 
Most theorems in this paper have their obvious relativized versions. 
In order to classify W(to ~ • (p + 1) + '~l) for 0 < , /<  e~ ~ and 1 ~< p < w, we need a 
few lemmas. First we prove 
Lemma 13.1. HU~(y)~ TH(x  + o y), Vx, y ~ O. 
Proof. The case x = 1 is obvious. Now suppose x # 1, we shall prove the Turing's 
equivalence by induction on y c O. y = I is trivial. 
y =2~: 
H"C~(2~ ) = ( HH~(Z )) '==- rH ' (x  + oz ) = H((x  +,,z) +0 1o) 
=- TH(x  + ,, 2 ~ ). 
y =3.5" :  
(u, v)~ HH~'(3"  5~)~-, v <,, 3" 5 ~ & u~HF"~(v) ,  
which is recursive in H(x+oV) ,  hence recursive in H(x+o3.5~) .  On the other 
hand, 
(u ,v )~H(x+o3"5~)~-~v<ox+,3 .5  ~& u~H(v)  
which, fixing v, is recursive in H(x+ock~)(k))  for some k uniformly in v. Now 
H(x  + ,,d~(k))<~ rHm'~(ck . (k ) )~TH"(~(3  • 5-') 
uniformly. Thus H(x  + o 3 • 5 ~ ) ~ THm~(3 • 5 ~). 
As a direct consequence of Lemma 13.1, 
H H~(2 y) =- ,,, t l (x  + o 2Y). 
Lemma 13.2, Let a be an infinite ordinal, x ~ 0 & Ixl = a. Then 
,~HIx) __ ~ - , ,~+~ if [3 is infinite, 
=X,~+~_~ if[3 is finite and [3>>-1. 
7 Although A I --- I.]a<~ 7r~, A I '¢  [..J~<~ 7r~ for some x as indicated in 16-87 of [6], 
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Proof° First let /3 = y+ n =!z [+n where y is limit, nero ,  zc  O. 
~l ' ; (x )  '1-1 ~l~'b ~ 'k l l x+ z)  ~. 
~" n+l  "~lx+, ,z]+n 
= "~'lxl+tzl+n = ~+t~" 
For the second case, let a=y+k=[3"5  y l+k  where 3 .5  ~ 'cO 
'~'t-l(x~ ~,H~aq3.Sv)  - -  - ' /4 (3 .5v)  
= - -  ~ '~k+13 = ~-~'V+(k+D} 1 
= ~c,-~ ,  t- 
Now, ~et e ~ be the order ing {(u, v)[L~(u,  e) & L~(v, e) & u<. ,v}.  We shall 
generizc Lemma 4.7 of [1] ~ to the fol lowing lemma, the proof of whicb ;s a carry 
over with some routine modifications. 
Lemma 13,3, Let  P be any predicate, O = H p(f fx))  (x ~ O-  { 1 }). Then ]or each 
t >I 1, there is a recursive function 6ge) satisfying 
(i) if e~ W r' then 8t(e)~ L ° -  W °,  
(ii) i] e c W ~ then 6~(e)e W°;  and in this case, 
(iii) i f  t,Ct~' <w,  then [8,(e)l° <w,  
(iv-) /f ie~[">~o, then [e~l~<16,(e)[°<le~[~+o~, 
(v) t6,1e)[ ° =leVI '' if' [e'[" =w.  [3+k, where [3>~ 1 and O<-k<~. 
Proof. Omit.  
CoroilaD,, W~' (w I~1. ( o~ • [3 + k ) ) <- ,,, WH'"¢~ "( w . ~ + k )( via 8k ). 
ProoL A fp ly  Lemma 13,3 to o'(e). 
Corol lmy.  Wt'(w I~1 . (w •/3 + k) + 1 ) ~< ,, WH"~f'~'(w •~ + 1 ). 
Proof .  h :: O. Directly from Lemma 13.3 
k >0.  I_emma 17,.3 gives 
W,'~'(~0 I'L- ( ,~-3+k)+ 1)~<,, W""~l~' (~o. /3+k) .  
We note l~/*(ol+ 1)~,,, WAfa  ~k)  for O<k<¢o.  
Lemma 13.4. /-'or every limit ordinal ~3, there are unique ~', o', k satisfying 
'0 = w~ ' (a~ • o-+ k) & 0< k <~.  
Proof, Let P(r) be V~J(~l~to r -/3). Define ro=t~rP(r). Then r. is a successor 
ordinal. Let r~= z+ 1. Since ~P('r ) ,  3/~(T1----w ~" /3). This fl can be written as 
~o • o '+k ,  k#O.  
s 0" in Lemma 4.7 of Jl ! should be the double jump of O. 
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Theorem 13 .5 .  
deg,,, W(to ~ . (p + 1 ) + ~) -~- a,m~l,2p+~, 
where l~p<to ,  l~<~<to  ~s. 
ProoL We shall prove that 
for any A,  WA(o j  ~ . (p+l )+~)  is of the form ~a A a (2~(m+ ~A ~r,(t~)+ ~ ) • p v ¢r:~m+ ~,
by induction on/3. 
The relativized version of Theorem 6.; of [1] provides the case /3 is finite. Now 
suppose /3 is infinite. Assuming (*) holds for all /3~ </3, we show (*) holds for/3 
by induction on ~1. 
Base: 71 = l. By the relativized version of Theorem 12.1. 
Induction Step: (11 rl is finite. Since Wa( /313  " (p+ 1)+ rl)~-,,, 
Wa(eo ~ "(p + l )+ 1), it can be reduced to the base case. 
(2) rt is limit. By Lemma 13.4 ~l=to~' (a~'~r+k~)  where O<k l<o)  (~hus~ 
~,~ "cr+kL<~l) .  Let /3 =~-+/3~. From the first Corol lary of Lemma 13.3, 
Waito  ~ • (p+ 1)+ ~)= WA(w"  " (a, ~, • (p+ 1)+ 
+(w" a+ k~)))~,,, WH~'~t~'(~o ' ' (p+ l )+(aJ  • ~+ kl)), 
where Ix I = z. By the induction hypothesis, the last sel, hence the first set, is 
( '~HAt / tx J )  A FPx(ftx)) ' I  . ~,  ~ ~/qA( f (X) )  
~ . r (~10+ I 71" r (~O+l  ) ] ~- 'v  1~(13 )+1 . 
Now, if r(/3|) is infinite 
2;-H..~t~,~ _ .ya  = x'A . 
r tN i )+ I - -  rUr}~ I I-rliSIl)-~ | ~r ( [3 t+ 1" 
If r(/30 is finite, 
~'F l 'XO(x  )) __ ~ 'A  
%'A  
~--- "¢" rl¢~) v l  • 
(3) ~=~+k where l~<k<o~ & ~/~ limit. By Lemma 13.4, ~= 
to~.(¢o'  a+k; ) ,  k~>0.  Let /3 : *+~.  
Wa(w ~ . (p+ 1)+ ~l)<~,,, W~(to  ~ • (p+ 1)+ rl~ + 1) 
= Wa( to '~, (p+l )+o) ' . (w . ( r+k~}+l )  
= Wa((o " .  [o~ ~, . (p+ 1)+(to - c r+k0]+ 1) 
<~ ,,~ W""~rc"(¢o {s, • (p+ 1)+to • o '+ l), 
where Ixf =-r. By the induction hypothesis, it is 
yHA( / ' /X / )  ^ , - /TF l 'xt ] ' tx) ) t  , / - l~( j tx ) l  
~r t /31}+l  ' '  o t (81)+l  ! PV~I ' r (~ I ) - I  I ' 
As in (2), it is of the right form. 
UNote r(a + ~)= r(a)+ r({3). 
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Theorem 13.6. 
W'~q'~"(~.tYl)~,. W(w I~l~l~'l) .for x ~ O, y e O-{1 ,  2}. 
ProoL 
W Hq(~ "(~o lyl) =- ,. H "( f (~'( f (  y )) =- ,,~ H( f (x )  + of(Y )) 
, . ,H(f(x+oy))=--- , .  W(o~ I*+°yl) 
,,~ W(a~l~l+lYl). m 
Theorem 13.'/. 
Wf~ltflx~)(¢.o lyl-]- 1)~- m W(o)lxl+lyl+ 1) ]'or 
ProeL  
W "(f(~'(w 1~'1 + 1 ; ~- ,,, FI ~*q~'(f(  y ) + o 1,, ) 
-~ ,,, H ( [ (x )  +o ( f (Y)  + ,, 1~)) 
-~ , .H( f (x  + , ,y)+,,  1o) 
--= ,,, W( o9 I:~I~ bq + 1 ). 
Similar!y. we have 
WFH'I '~"( ~o" lY[)=---,,~ WF((o • (Ix[ + lYJ)) 
WF'~'f': '"( w" tY[ + 1)~-., WF(w.  (ix{ + [Y[)+ 1) 
xcO,  y60-{1}.  
Vx~O,  ycO-{1 ,2} .  
Vx~O,  yeO-{1}.  
14. Conclus ion 
Using the results of Sect ion 3 of [3], we can determine the many-one  degrees of 
O~ a) 's  ~ 1 from the k~z(~wledge of deg.,  W(a) 's .  We summar ize  all results known on 
the many-one degree-  of WF(a) ,  W(a)  and O(a)  in the Tables 3-5.  We hope that 
the ~<"  in Tables 4 and 5 will be dropped soon. 
Table 3 
t~ deg., WF(~) 
0 deg,. 4) 
I~a<(0  a 2 
(0 a2 .  2 
~,~ (1</3<(o I ) er(~( ~ 
o~'(3+/< ( l~/3<wl .0<k<(0)  ar~¢~)+~ 
"~ Recall r((0 • 13 + nl=.J •/3 + 2n. n<w. 
I~  , . (~:+ . ~j . ,,v)l = II]x)l+ l~(y)t. 
~' o (~)={x~O [ lxl<,~). 
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Table 4 
a deg m W(a} 
0 deg,,, tb 
l ~a<o~ a 2 
a2,  2 
to ~ (1 </3 <w~) e~ 
w~<a<~o ~'2  (l<~/3<oJ 0 a ,~,~ 
~o" . (p+l )  (l<-n<to, l<-p<o~) a2,,,1.Zp 
o.?''(p+l)'<ot<oJ"'(p+2) (l~n<oa, l~p<~o) a2,,+ 1,21, ~ ~ 
o ~. (p+l )  (o<~/3<w~,l~<p<¢o) <-<-a,~>~,e~ , 
to t~. (p+l )<cc<og~-(p+2)  (o J<~/3<o~, l~p<w} ~a,r~.e~,+ ~ 
"Fable 5 
a deg,~ O(ce ) 
0 deg,, O 
0 < a ~ ~o deg,, ({0}) 
~0 <~ OZ ,~ ¢~0 2 t'l 2 
0"12 ~'| 2,2 
~o '~'~ ( l<n<oJ )  e2n 
o j "* l . (p+l )  ( l<~n<oJ . l~<p<w) a2,,+1,2 r, 
w "~l .{p+l )<a<w '~1 .(p+2} ( l<~n<w.(t~p<o~} a2, ,+ l ,2p ,1  
w ~ (~o<~/3 <w~) e .~ 
tot~<o~<w t~ '2 (to~/3"<to l) a~<~+~ 
w~'(P  +1) (°J ~/3 < wl, 1 -<-P <w) ~arml+l,21, 
w~.(p+l)<a<oJ~.(p+2) (¢o~t8<oJl, l<~p<ea) <~a~c~j~,2~,.t 
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